Abstract: We provide a sufficient condition for a ring to have a first-order definition for Z. In this article we provide a sufficient condition (more elementary than Robinson's) for a ring R to have Z as a definable set. As a consequence, Robinson's result can be viewed as a corollary.
In this article we provide a sufficient condition (more elementary than Robinson's) for a ring R to have Z as a definable set. As a consequence, Robinson's result can be viewed as a corollary.
Section 1: The main theorem and its proof
The general theorem of this work is the following: Theorem 1 Let R be a ring (not necessarily commutative) such that Z ⊆ R. Suppose that there is a definable set A such that Z ⊆ A ⊆ R and that for all a ∈ A and n > 0 integer we have that n − a ∈ A. Suppose also that R has an element p such that:
, · · · } is an infinite definable set (possibly using p as a parameter) and all p n are pairwise different;
2. p − 1 is not a zero divisor; and
Then Z is definable in R.
Proof: Let ψ(y) be a definition for POW(p), i.e., ψ(y) ⇔ y = p n for some n ∈ N. Consider the sentence
We claim that z ∈ N ⇔ z = 0 ∨ z = 1 ∨ ϕ(z). Indeed, suppose that z = 0 but ϕ(z). Then, y = p n for some n ≥ 2 integer. Observe that
Since p − 1 is not a zero divisor, we have that w = p n−1 + · · · + p + 1. For all t ∈ R we can write
The converse is easy, because for each z = n ≥ 2 we can set y = p n .
Concluding this section, we emphasize that we reduced the problem of defining Z in R to the problem of finding that special set A ⊆ R and that special element p ∈ R. On the next section we provide two cases for which it is not hard to find these special tools.
Section 2: Commutative and noncommutative examples.
The first corollary is the same as in [1] , and the other two are new ones.
Proof: We claim that A := R and p := x satisfy the conditions on Theorem 1. Indeed, trivially x − 1 is not a zero divisor. Suppose that f (x) = a 0 + a 1 x + · · · + a n x n is such that a = (x − 1) · f (x) and a ∈ R. Then,
Since these polynomials are equal, then a = a 0 = a 1 = · · · = a n = 0. Then, ∀a ∈ R (x − 1)|a ⇒ a = 0. Now, consider the sentence
We claim that z ∈ POW(x) ⇔ φ(z). Indeed, let us first note that x is prime in R[x] whenever R is an integral domain. This implies that
for which a is invertible. Since R is an integral domain, then a ∈ R. Now we prove that φ(z) ⇒ z ∈ POW(p) (the converse is trivial). Suppose that φ(z).
If z is invertible, we are done (just take z = ax 0 ). Now suppose that z is not invertible. Since z|z and z ∤ 1, then x|z.
We can go on with this process until we find some a such that z = a · x n and a|1. This process has to stop because z ∈ R[x] has finite degree and R is an integral domain. Observe that
. Since a|1 and R is an integral domain, then a − 1 ∈ R. By our last claim, a = 1, and so z = x n . Therefore, with this we proved that A := R and p := x satisfy all the hypothesis on Theorem 1. Thus, Z is definable in R[x].
Robinson used field extensions to prove this last result. However, as the reader can see, our proof consists of arguments that are more elementary than Robinson's. As another corollary, we see (as Robinson pointed in [1] ), that if R is a commutative field with char R = 0, then Z is definable in R[x] (because z ∈ R ⇔ z = 0 ∨ z|1). Now we present a similar result, but over a noncommutative ring.
The quantum affine plane over R, denoted by R q [x, y], is the noncommutative ring of the polynomials with complex coefficients, on the variables x and y, such that xy = qyx for some fixed q ∈ R * (see [2] ). For example, in C 2 [x, y] we have that (3 + x) · (2 + y) = 6 + 2x + 3y + xy, but (2 + y) · (3 + x) = 6 + 2x + 3y + 2xy .
Proof: With A := C and p := x, we can show that A and p satisfy all the conditions of Theorem 1. The proof of this fact is basically the same as in Corollary 1. However, the only thing we have to adjust is that if we write f |g ⇔ ∃h g = f · h then we have to write x n − 1 = (x − 1) · (x n−1 + · · · + x + 1), i.e., with x − 1 on the left side instead of of writing as we did before (and noticing that z ∈ C ⇔ z = 0 ∨ z|1). All the calculations are similar to those on Corollary 1 (the only difference is that we have to deal with powers of q over the equations), and that is why we avoided to repeat it here.
Finally, we end with a conjecture and one of its corollaries. Proof: We can use adaptations of the corollaries before, noticing that since R has no nilpotent elements, then the invertibles in R[x] and in R q [x, y] are precisely the invertibles of R (see [3] ).
